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chill on December 13 at Scalliwags karaoke bar. Churchill,
the 21-year-old male Australian artist, performed on stage
with a guitar, harmonica, bass
drum and chimes, perfecting
the idea of the one-man-band.
Babette Hayward opened the
show, also adorning a guitar as
well as harmonica, and with all
of the remarkable and young
talent on stage, it was no wonder the show was RCR’s second sold out venue in a row.
Hayward, just 22 years
old, was born in New Brunswick, and dropped out of university after her first year, in
order to pursue her musical
career. Pretty and soft-spoken,
she got on the stage to quietly
announce a thanks to the audience for coming, and the excitement she felt at being
given the opportunity to tour
with Kim Churchill. I, for one,
did not expect the hugely powerful voice that erupted from

modesty that remained even
in a person with such talent.
Her voice had a gritty quality
when it hit those low notes,
and was slightly reminiscent of
Sarah McLachlan. Her soothing
sounds, although a little slow
for my taste, prepared the rest
of the audience for the sheer
incredible talent that continued throughout the evening.
Churchill started by
speaking about song writing in
his soft Australian accent. He
had a [relatable persona], but
[like Hayward] was also somewhat shy, as if he were goaded
onto stage to perform by admiring relatives. In reality, he
is immensely skilled at his
craft. As soon as his fingers
started flying on the guitar, I
knew I was witnessing some
incredible music. The way he
played guitar would have been
enough to win my awe, but
Churchill continued to work his
magic on the harmonica as
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well as bass drums. He also
incorporated chimes in a few
of the songs, and though I
found them to be a little excessive at times, they added
flair to some of his faster
paced songs. I found myself
trying to define Churchill’s
genre of music, which proved
impossible, and in the end I
decided that I would just refer
to his performance as pure
e n t e r t a i n m e n t .
Every song was introduced with a story about its
origin, and they ranged from
songs about his sister’s high
school experience to his experiences touring, and included a very well done Bob
Dylan cover. His faster songs
were my personal favorites. As
he strummed like his life depended on it and slammed his
foot against the drum, the
perspiration and expertise
literally poured out of him. I
also enjoyed when he slowed
it down, although I was not a
great fan of the tribal sounding

chants and moans he embedded through a few of his
slower songs. When his energy
picked up, the crowd really got
into it, and a few couldn’t resist getting up and dancing to
the music. I personally had to
stand in order to see his fingers work their magic on the
guitar strings and I was not
d i s a p p o i n t e d .
It’s hard to believe that
these musicians are so young;
both their musical talent and
lyricism could very well be
attached to a much older individual. I also had the opportunity to talk to both Hayward
and Churchill after the show,
and they were exactly as I expected: nice and completely
down to earth. It was clear
that the audience appreciated
these skillful musicians, as
many went up to talk to them
after the show, and purchase
the CDs they had on sale. Rose
City Roots has once again been
successful in revealing some
unique and underrated talent.

Upcoming Rose City Roots shows:
January 19: JR Shore, Scalliwags
February 9: Corin Raymond & The Sundowners, Scalliwags
March 2: Makeshift Innocence, Scalliwags
March 23: JD Edwards Band, Scalliwags
April 23: The Steel Wheels, Scalliwags
Find us on Facebook and Twitter

Kelly Milne

Editors:
Robyn Sheremeta
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Ten Second Epic Headlines Upcoming Bailey Bailout
Tia Lalani DAG WRITER
The ASA is hosting a
benefit concert for the Bailey
Theatre on Saturday, January
19th, featuring the alternative
rock group, Ten Second Epic.
The Bailey Theatre,
originally named the David
Theatre, opened in 1911, and
was a popular venue for everything from touring shows to
boxing matches. Throughout
the twentieth-century, the
theatre expanded and became
host to vaudeville and silent
movies until the forties, when
it was refurbished and provided a venue for dances and
live entertainment. A multiplex
theatre opened in Camrose in
the mid 1990s, which pushed
the Bailey Theatre out of business for some ten years, until
money was donated in order to
re-open the building. After
running out of funds, the theatre sat untouched until 2006,
when a major contribution was
made to the theatre, and millions went into the restoration
and re-opening in May 2011.
The Bailey Theatre
now faces around $600, 000 in
debt accumulated from the
refurbishing of one of Camrose’s most highly valued historical monuments. Rixt Scholten, fourth year representative
on the Augustana Student’s
Association, decided to initiate
The Bailey Bailout, a concert to
help raise funds for the Bailey
Theatre. Scholten says that the
idea sprung after last March’s
Delhi 2 Dublin concert, put on
by Rose City Roots and the
ASA, which helped raise money
for The Open Door, an organization which helps troubled
youth in Camrose.

Scholten read an article in the Camrose Booster that
suggested the theatre might
not be in operation past December if their financial situation did not improve, and took
it upon herself to offer help.
She was shocked that such a
valuable historical building
could close down, especially so
soon after it had been revamped, and immediately set
to work on finding a way to
help through Augustana students’ involvement. Although
the Bailey Theatre is booked
solid for the upcoming year, it
is still not making enough
money to pay back loans while
maintaining business. The
theatre was refused a funding
request from City Council last
month because they did not
view it appropriate to spend
public money on a private enterprise without having any
voice in its operation. However, many council members,
and the public alike, would
hate for the theatre to go under.
The concert will take
place on Saturday January 19th,
and will be headlined by Ten
Second Epic, an alternative
rock band from Edmonton.
Scholten explained that it was
rather easy to book the band,
and she picked Ten Second
Epic specifically because she
believes they will appeal to a
lot of the student population.
One of her main goals aside
from helping the Bailey with its
debt, includes getting the
young adult age group interested and aware of the theatre
itself.
“I really want to get the
high school involved too,” said
Scholten “because I feel like
the Bailey [attracts] an older

population.”
However, getting the
high school involved has
proven difficult, since alcohol
will be served at the venue.
With that said, alcohol will only
be served in the Bistro, and the
show is open to all ages. She
also mentioned that the student population does not know
about many of the events put
on at the theatre, so she has
been hanging posters around
Augustana in order to spread
the word. Scholten noted the
importance of getting the entire Camrose student population interested in the Bailey
Theatre, otherwise it may be
forgotten, especially with the
construction of the new Performing Arts Centre.
The opening bands for
the concert include Brittany
Catherine and Quarantino.
Both acts are made up of some
of Augustana’s own finest musical talent in the form of rock
stars Alex Carpenter, Jeremy
Sylvestre and Jérôme Melan-

çon, as well as singer/
songwriter Brittany Lehman.
Quarantino performs covers of
rock songs from the 1980s onwards, while Brittany performs
her very own country inspired
tunes. This range in musical
genre will ensure appeal to a
vast audience. The opening
acts are volunteering their time
and talent to allow full profit to
go towards helping the Bailey
Theatre. A 50/50 draw will also
be taking place, and all funds
from these tickets and ticket
sales for the concert will go
directly to the Bailey. The ASA
is covering the cost of the
band, but is still currently looking for sponsors to cover the
cost of hospitality for the band.
I asked Rixt if she was
planning to continue this initiative after the concert, though it
would be difficult for her as it
is her last year here at Augustana. Scholten said she was
thinking of approaching CSL in
order to create a placement at
the Bailey Theatre, ensuring
youth involvement at the historical site. She also mentioned

that there are currently a lot of
fundraisers going on in order to
get the theatre out of debt,
since city council cannot aid
them further.
It is clear that the citizens of Camrose want to do all
they can to ensure the Bailey
Theatre remains open. The
restoration of the theatre has
provided a high-tech venue for
theatre as well as musical performances, and although it has
put the Bailey in debt, one step
inside the beautiful building
makes one wonder how the
city could stand to let it close.
Tickets for the Bailout
are $15 for students and staff,
and $20 for the general public.
Tickets are on sale now at the
Bailey Theatre and the ASA
office, and any left over will be
sold at the door. If you’re interested in having a few drinks in
the Bistro before the show, be
sure to bring your ID. Doors
open at 6:30, and the show is
set to start at 7:30. I urge you
to come help an important
cause while experiencing an
evening of musical talent.

taken measures that benefit
students like Soup Supper
every Tuesday evening and the
Reciprocity Shelf located in the
basement of the forum.
Attending Soup Supper is still on my list of things
to do in my first year, but I
know that the Reciprocity Shelf
always impresses me when I
walk by it. It's amazing to see
something that's designed to
provide for those who need
something by those who are
willing to give. From canned
goods to mittens, the Shelf is
stocked full of goods for the
taking for those in need and
just asks for, well, reciprocity
of the goodwill.
After the tour of the
food bank, Tweed noted that
none of the services the food
bank provides would be possible without the hard work and
generosity of Camrose citizens.
In our community, there are
several charities that work to
solve the issue of poverty and

help those in need: Habitat for
Humanity, Brigantia Place
(Camrose Women’s Shelter),
and Camrose Open Door are a
few of the other organizations
that work to help those in
need, and they are always
looking for volunteers.
There is no grand insight I have
to offer on local poverty and
therefore cannot end this with
a miraculous solution or a humanitarian plead. However, I
do recognize that I am lucky to
be in a situation of stability and
that I am grateful to be in a
community that has means of
aid for people in need. There
should be no shame in walking
up to the Reciprocity Shelf and
grabbing what you need, going
to a shelter, or receiving from a
food bank. And there should
always be a sense of pride in
giving something, whether it’s
donations or your time, if you
are working to improve others’
lives.

Poverty in Camrose: An Outsider’s Thoughts
boxes and bags flowed in continuously, and it was extremely
Early in December, I rewarding to see how little
volunteered an evening at the room was left in the room once
Camrose Food Bank. From local we got all of the donations in.
drives, the Food Bank had received a truck full of donations
While giving us a tour
that would go to those in need of the Camrose Food Bank, Join the community. Living on Anne Tweed, the program dicampus and eating on a meal rector at the food bank, told us
plan perhaps has desensitized that the food we just saw-- the
me, but seeing the shelves of seemingly endless boxes of
food and hearing about the cereal and the countless flats
people who benefit from it in of soup-- was about the
the community clearly indi- amount of food the program
cates that people are in need goes through in a month. I was
of programs that the Food told that about 150 families in
Bank offers It made me realize Camrose and surrounding area
that poverty is a very real is- depend on the Food Bank for
sue.
their food. Considering the size
of Camrose, about 17,000, this
At the Food Bank, the is a huge population of people
volunteers (about a dozen of who are living lives starkly difus) formed a line from the ferent from the ones I see on
truck to inside the building, campus or my walks down
down the stairs, and into the main street. I realized that I
storage area and passed the didn’t know how real of an
donations down the line. The issue poverty is in Camrose.

Jennifer Ha DAG WRITER

On campus, poverty
rarely registers on my mind as
a local issue. Although everybody seems to complain about
being a “broke college student”, we seem to be faring
well: we eat regularly, we own
laptops, iPods, and cell phones,
and many of us are able to indulge ourselves at one of the
downtown boutiques or Scalliwag's on occasion. After all,
we’re all here taking courses
that cost five hundred dollars
each, paying for it one way or
another.
Students who live in
residence, such as myself, are
especially disconnected from
the issue of poverty. For eight
months out of the year, we
have guaranteed shelter. We
have paid for a meal plan and
do not have to worry about the
source of our next meal. There
are resources available for us
to get help, whether it's physical material goods or emotional support. Augustana has
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Concert Review: Lovely voices light up Lux!
Jennifer Ha DAG WRITER
The Faith and Life
Center and the Chapel were
beautiful sights to see on the
night of December 1st. Golden
stars decorated the walls, festive lights hung on the pillars,
and candles flickered in every
corner. The facility was preparing itself for Lux!, Augustana’s
winter choral concert.
The central theme
around the concert was light.
“Lux” is the Latin word for
light. As stated on the Augustana website, the concert was
“designed to explore the
theme of light and darkness in
relation to the season of Advent and the winter solstice.”
The three choirs, the Augustana Choir, Mannskor, and
Sangkor, used beautiful pieces
of music to represent the
theme of darkness to light
wonderfully, mixing intense,
dramatic pieces with softer
ones throughout the concert.
The experience was
beyond just a concert: it was
also a performance. Throughout Lux!, there were seamless
shifts in places by the performers; whether it was entering
and exiting or rearranging
spots, everything was very
visually stimulating. The Augustana Choir, to represent the
shift in our source of light, held
candles during the first part of
the ceremony and electronic

lights after the intermission. A
memorable feature of the
night was the slideshow of
stars and galaxies that illuminated the wall behind the performers. Admiring the galaxies
and listening to songs with
titles like “The Star”, “While
Stars Their Vigil Keep”, and
“See the Radiant Sky Above”
was truly an “out of this world”
experience.
Knowing
several
members of the Augustana
Choir, I knew the effort and
time each member of every
choir committed to their performance, and their talent
really “shined” at Lux. The Augustana Choir started off the
show with a dramatic entrance
and a matching song. Their
performance was excellent for
every piece, whether it was a
German one from the 16th
century or a modern Eric Whitacre composition.
Mannskor took the
stage second, and featured
many familiar faces from campus and the community. The
rich tenor, baritone, and bass
voices of the men’s choir maintained the excellence that the
Augustana Choir set. Their later
songs were very upbeat and
light and it was very clear that
the performers were having
fun on stage.
The women’s choir,
Sangkor, performed after intermission. Their performance,

Nordlys Film & Arts Festival, Family Day
Long Weekend at The Bailey Theatre
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
On February 15-17,
2013, the 4th annual Nordlys
Film & Arts Festival will take
place at the historic Bailey
Theatre on main street Camrose. Nordlys will feature a full
weekend of award-winning
films, local music and headliner
entertainment.
“This is shaping up to be
an exciting year,” says Society
president, Hans Olson. “We’re
building on a strong foundation
and thinking big in terms of
highlighting special guests
throughout the weekend.”
Toronto musician Rita
Chiarelli, who has been referred to as “Canada’s Queen
of the Blues”, will be bringing
her power-house music to the

Bailey stage. Twice nominated
for a Juno, Chiarelli’s live concert will provide Saturday’s line
-up with a dose of high energy.
Chiarelli’s music so captivated
filmmaker Bruce McDonald
that he made a documentary
of her visit to a Louisiana penitentiary and the birth-place of
the blues. The 2010 film, Music from the Big House, will
screen before the concert.
The Nordlys schedule
also includes an eclectic mix of
first-rate films from Alberta,
Canada and around the world.
“We’re pleased that this year’s
line-up includes 3 of the 5 films
that were finalists for an Oscar
in last year’s Best Foreign Language Film category,” says

directed by Dr. John Wiebe,
was beautiful to the eyes and
ears, especially on the song
“Ave Maris Stella”. The ladies’
performance was simply dazzling.
The audience got to
be a part of the glorious experience that was Lux! beyond
simply listening and sang “How
Lovely Shines the Morning
Star” with all the choirs. Singing the 16th century piece with
the amazing performers of the
night and members of the
community in the glowing ambience was enchanting and
memorable.
Lux! exceeded my
expectations and kicked off my
holiday spirit. The concert left
me impressed and inspired by
the amount of talent we have
at Augustana. Judging by what
a sparkling night Lux! was, upcoming choir events are not
ones to miss.
[For a list of upcoming
Fine Arts events, check our
back-page calendar, or go to
h
t
t
p
:
/
/
news.augustana.ualberta.ca/
category/fine-arts/?events]

What are you doing after university?

January 26th, 2013
9:30 am Registration @ Roger Epp Boardroom
10:00 a.m. Roger Epp Boardroom

Getting from A to B with a Bachelors Degree: How to
make the most of your liberal arts degree

11:00 a.m. Roger Epp Boardroom

Bridging the Gap: Generations at Work

12:30 p.m. Brunch in Cafeteria
1:00 p.m. L1-130 (Library Classroom)
Hands on Resume Writing *space is limited*
3:00 p.m. Roger Epp Boardroom

Acing the Interview
Participants can also sign up for Mock Interviews, to be
conducted by CaPS staff at a later date.
Please register to attend at the SA Office, L1-010 or call Cindy at 679-1541

Vikings’ Curling Fun Spiel
Steffi Mahabir DAG WRITER

Randy Kohan of the Nordlys
board. “And we’re especially
delighted that one of those
films, Monsieur Lazhar, from
Quebec, will be a part of our
exciting opening night festivities.”
Weekend Passes, which
include Rita Chiarelli’s concert,
are on sale now for only $50 at
the Bailey Theatre box office.
For more information,
p l e a s e
v i s i t
www.nordlysfestival.com.
If
you are interested in volunteering during the festival, please
c o n t a c t
C a r o l e
at info@nordlysfestival.com.
For
interviews/more
details, please contact:
Hans Olson, President, Nordlys
Film and Arts Society
Email: olsonhans14@yahoo.ca
Phone: 780-695-0907.

Our curling team held
an amazing fundraiser on Saturday December 8th at the
Rose City Curling Club. The
team put on a fun time for
everyone who was able to attend. There were cheap drinks
at the bar and also a pizza
lunch. The event started at 9
AM and went until 4 PM with a
great turnout of 100 – 200
people. There were multiple
teams who had a blast playing
each other for awesome
prizes.
It was great to see so
many students there taking
part and helping out the cause.
[As is typical] there were teams
of four and most of the official
Viking curling team was separated onto the teams. I
thought it was a great idea to
ensure that whether or not
you were a curler, you were
still able to have fun. The
theme of the event was Ugly
Sweaters and it was interesting
to see what people had found
in their closet. One team actually showed up in onesies!
What I thought was amazing
was that almost everyone that
participated won something.
Needless to say it was a great
way to end the semester!
Some international students asked me what the sport
of curling actually is, because
they had no idea what the
event was. For those who may
not know much about curling, [a basic explanation] is
that it is a sport in which players slide stones across a sheet
of ice towards a target area
segmented into four rings. It
may sound complicated by that

definition, but I related it to
something like bowling on ice!
I’m not well versed in the game
myself but it does look like a
lot of fun once you get the
hang of it.
Our curlers include Alison Owens, Andrew Evans,
Ashley Smith, Ben Bates, Brad
Schroeder, Cecil White, Chad
Szott, Colton Warawa, Eric
Gustafson, Jessica Marchand,
Kasondra Hebert, Kelsey Peterson, Mari McLachlan, Sarah
Brown, Sarah McCrae, and
Wyatt Warawa. Their coach
Roger Galenza and assistant
coach Neil Bratrud are supporting them as they do small
fundraisers such as this one to
help the Vikings Curling Program. In October, Hebert and
Marchand,
[along
with
Galenza,] went to their hometown of Mallaig, Alberta to put
on a curling clinic for their local
community. While it was a
great way to get curling active
in their community, it also
helped raise some funds for us
as well. We look forward to
more events from the team
and welcome all students to
help them out with any more
fundraisers they might have
this coming year.
The Rose City Curling
Club also offers a great variety
of events throughout the year,
and they have a list of all their
future events on their website.
For anyone that may be interested in participating, they
have more curling bonspiels
coming up and you can also
check on their Facebook page
[under the business’ name] for
more information.
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January 2013
Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

6

7
Classes Resume
Chapel

8
Soup Supper

9
Chapel
Hockey vs.
MacEwan

10

11
Chapel
Volleyball vs.
SAIT

12
Basketball vs.
GMU

13

14
Circuit Training
Extreme X-fit

15
Yoga
Supplemental Bursary
Applications Due

16
Circuit Training
Extreme X-fit

17
Yoga

18
Basketball vs. Lakeland
Hockey vs. SAIT
Add/Drop Classes deadline

19
Volleyball vs. Lakeland
Community Piano
Recital
Bailey Bailout

20
Ole Uffda Loppet

21
Referendum Meeting

22
Sahakarini Film Launch

23
Hockey vs. NAIT

24

25

26
Basketball vs. Kings
After U

27
Keyboard Explorer
Recital

28
How-To Poster Session
Inna Luzanac, Piano
Masterclass
Club Fair

29

30

31
NSSS + CSSG
deadlines

February 1
Volleyball vs. Olds

3
Biathlon Alberta
Cup

4

5

6

7
Guillaume Tardif & Roger
Admiral, recital

8
Volleyball vs. CUCA
Munch Music

2
Rocky Road Ice
Cream Festival
Biathlon Alberta
Cup
Winter Formal
9
Basketball vs. CUCA
Hockey vs. Briercrest

*As usual, Chapel is held M-W-F, and Soup Supper on Tuesdays
*beginning January 14, Circuit Training runs every M-W
*beginning January 14, Extreme X-Fit runs every M-W-F
*beginning January 15, Yoga runs every T-Th

Kitchenability 101: Catering to the College Lifestyle
Robyn Sheremeta DAG EDITOR
Nisa Burns, the author
of Kitchenability 101, is a recent college graduate, and understands what it is like to balance school, work, and play,
while still staying well-fed and
healthy. Kitchenability 101 is
Burns’ first book and is tailored
for “the confused, uncertain,
busy, frazzled, undernourished,
over-junk-fooded college student.” She writes of her own
personal experiences, and sympathizes with college students
who may not be used to cooking in a small space on a tight
budget.
To combat the an empty
wallet and the Freshman Fifteen Burns has coined the term
“Kitchenability.” Burns explains
that Kitchenability is many
things: it is your ability and
confidence in cooking, working
with what you have, being
compatible with your cooking
space, and making easy, delicious and affordable food to
nourish you through college.
The book is divided into
seven chapters that follow the
routine of an average college
student.
Burns takes every measure to adequately prepare her
readers for the most enjoyable
cooking experience possible.
She shares her own personal
stories about cooking with her
family and friends, and begins
Kitchenability 101 with an orientation chapter that informs
the reader of what utensils,

appliances and kitchen staples
they should have in order to
get the most out of their
kitchen.
In her orientation, Burns
lists and describes even the
simplest of kitchen supplies.
While some may think that
explaining the purpose of a
whisk is unnecessary, Burns
knows that it is not. Some
young adults spend most of
their lives eating food prepared
by parents or other family, so
Burns’ friendly and informative
overview makes the book appropriate for audiences with a
wide range of cooking experience. Along with a runthrough of kitchen supplies,
the orientation includes explanations of basic cooking techniques and budgeting tips to
get the reader started. Even if
those reading the book are
seasoned cooks, the introductory chapters are worth reading for Burns’ down-to-earth
commentary and stories.
The recipes included in
Kitchenability 101 range from
excruciatingly simple peanut
butter sandwiches, to creative
Nutella peanut butter brownies
(!!!), to impressive looking feta
-stuffed turkey burgers, yet
everything is surprisingly easy
to make.
The breakfast chapter

contains recipes for important
morning staples like scrambled
eggs, French toast and pancakes. I was impressed to see
that Burns included a recipe for
crepes, but was a bit dismayed
to find that instant oatmeal
topped with fruit was considered a “recipe.”
Chapter three,
called Grab and Go, includes
easy ideas for lunch on the run.
Most of the lunch recipes are
familiar favourites, and Burns
provides new and innovative
ways to make fast meals interesting. Salsa grilled cheese
sandwiches are now on my “to
try” list.
The main courses found
within the book do not contain
long lists of ingredients and
even call for a few ready-made
products when it will significantly bring down the cost or
cooking time.
I
appreciate
that
Kitchenability 101 also had
recipe ideas for study sessions
and parties. Burns is very good
at producing delicious food on
a small budget; she is not simply catering to someone who
wants any old cookbook, but
rather is catering to college
students who want to know
how to effectively use the resources that they have.
There are several QR

codes scattered throughout
the book that link to instructional YouTube videos. While
the videos were entertaining,
they were not necessary, especially since the recipes within
the book are quite simple.
Regardless of the reader’s experience,
Kitchenabillity 101 is a valuable
tool. It can serve as a college
student’s culinary bible, or simply as a book of meal inspirations from which to adapt as
one wishes.
The photos of Burns’

recipes are stunning, yet plated
simply enough to make them
look approachable; the language is colloquial and friendly,
and the content within the
book makes it a great choice
for both college students and
people who are budgetconscious or on the go.
Kitchenability 101 thoroughly inspired this ex culinary
student. I am tempted to pull a
Nisa Burns and pursue my culinary school dreams as well.

